Harlequin
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Always in unexpected entrances
Brought in by a shrill wind of want.

Like a barker at a carnival
He begs forgiveness and respite.

Seeker of carousels and wishing wells
He juggled grandiose delusions
In cold reality of spent light and hall
Of mirrors with shards of death and fright.

His world of dreams now crushed
By wild parade of troupes in masquerade,

Bright masks of hope on visages of
Dangerous drugs and marijuana lights,

A giant ferris wheel with magic fools,
Where rides of fortune turned him upside down.

Returning now as harlequin of broken dreams
To shattered scenery and voices he can drown.

His deck of cards dealt from losing hands,
The ace of diamonds turning up as clowns.
Is this the last frenetic ride, the final spiral down?

And will his colored lanterns
all turn dark in mystery of sham?
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